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OBJECTIVE
 

Merge with the ever-flowing generative, 
the eternal creative for the purpose of 

bringing something into being. Through 
this ritual, you declare yourself a 

conduit of divine creation. You say to 
the universe, “use me to bring 

thoughtforms into being.” 
 

MOON PHASE
 

Waxing or Full
 

DAY/TIME
 

Monday, Morning
 

ELEMENTS
 

Water—The source
Fire—the desire, the will



 
 

SYMBOLS
 

The fountain symbol
The ourobros

Swadhisthana (The Sacral Chakra)
 

CRYSTALS
 

Chrysoprase
Citrine

Carnelian
Snakeskin agate (my personal 

correspondence)
Ruby Zoisite

Sun Stone
 

GODDESSES
 

Brigit
Druantia
Athena



1..    The ritual bath/shower (water)
2.        Sigil creation (Air)
3.        Candle spell (Fire)
4.        Crystal meditation

The ritual unfolds in three parts:



PART ONE: RITUAL BATH/SHOWER
 

Materials: 
 

sea salt/pink Himalayan salt
(cleansing) 

tangerine/orange/lemon essential oil 
(energizing)

 
If you’re taking a bath, climb into an empty 

tub with your salt and essential oil at the 
ready (of course, if you have neither of these 
materials, you can rely upon the power of your 

visualizations and intentions or substitute 
them with personal correspondences). Turn on 

the faucet and allow the bath to fill. 
Sprinkle the salt and a few drops of essential 
oil in the bath and lie back, submerging your 
body. Listen to the water as it fills the bath, 

and visualize your creative insecurities, 
uncertainties, and doubts as melting away 



into the liquid of the bath. Breathe deeply 
and allow your imagination to conjure 

upimages of geysers, and waterfalls, fonts 
springing from the earth and up into the s. 

Feel yourself energized by these streaming 
waters and by the very water that surrounds 

you.
 

This art of the ritual works just as well (if 
not better) with a shower—if you choose this 

option instead, you might hold the salt in 
your palms and allow it to dissolve instead.

 
PART TWO: SIGIL CREATION

 
Materials:

 
pen 

paper 
 

Approach your altar (if you have one) and 
create sacred space. This can be done in any 



number of ways—you can cast a circle by 
drawing it in the air around you with a 

wand, a crystal, or your finger (the Wiccan 
approach). You can also imagine a sphere of 

glowing light emanating from your core 
outward, enveloping you in safe space where 
you can make yourself vulnerable to ritual 

consciousness without fear of negative 
interference. If you call the quarters, invoke 
deity, or speak a certain prayer to open your 

rituals, feel free to do whatever it is that you 
do.

 
Create an intention/statement that reflects 
your desire to be a creative vessel for the 

universe or, if you have something specific in 
mind, a vessel for that particular creation. 
(i.e. “May the universe use me as a vessel to 
make manifest the visions of my creativity. 

May I be a font of the everlasting 
generativity of the universe.”) Next, cross 

out the double letters in this statement until 



you’re left with letters that don’t 
repeat.Using these letters as inspiration, 

create a symbol. Here’s an example of such a 
symbol:

 
 

Using these letters as inspiration, create a 
symbol. Here’s an example of such a symbol:

 
Once you’ve finished crafting your sigil, place 

it on a crystal (or anywhere else on your 
altar) to charge.  

 



PART THREE: CANDLE SPELL
 

Materials:
 

0range chime candle
straight pin

anointing oil of your choice
candle holder

 
Take your straight pin in your dominant 
hand. With it, carve your sigil into the 

candle (it doesn't have to look perfect--the 
intention of replicating the symbol is more 

important than its final appearance). While 
you're carving, visualize the process of 

bringing whatever creative project you're 
taking into being.

 
After you've finished carving, anoint your 
candle by placing oil f your choice on the 

pointer finger of your dominant hand. There 
 
 



are may different ways of doing this; I anoint 
upwards while speaking "as above and 

downwards while speaking "so below." If that 
doesnt resonate at all, simply anoint in 

whichever way comes most naturally for you. 
For this spell, it's recommended that you 

anoint the entire candle so the herbs that you 
add in the bext step will stick.

 
Crush the basil and bay leaf into the finest 

pieces you can manage. Roll your candle 
through the herbs until the cover a fair bit 

of the candle's surface area. You can 
visualize your intended outcome while yu do 

this is it resonates.
 

Place your candle in its holder and light it. 
Roll up your sigil and set it aflame; drop it in 
a fireproof container shortly after to prevent 
the fire from burning your fingers (or your 

worldly possessions!).
 
 



As your sigil's burning, focus all ener and 
intensity that you have towards watching it 
burn. You may want to recite the intention 
you used to create your sigil over and over 
while it burns (I do this and find it to be 
incredibly effective). Continue this focus 
until the sigil burns all the way down. If 
you're performing ritual outside or near a 
window (and if it resonates), release your 

ashes on the wind.
 

PART FOUR: MEDITATION
 

As the candle burns, sit in a comfortable 
meditative position. Hold a crystal listed 

above or one of your choice loosely in the palm 
of your non-dominant hand. Allow your mind 

to focus on the task you're about to 
undertake. Imagine the steps you'll take to 
complete it. Imagine the potential obstacles 
that will stand in the way of its completion. 

 
 



Try and simulate the ener you'll have to 
expend in order to make this vision a reality. 

 
 You may also desire to take a trip on the 

astral and ask for the help of guides or deity. 
If thats how you feel, go for it! Remember, 
this ritual is a template. Shift it and tweak 

it so it reflects who you are.
 

Once the candle has burned itself out, feel 
free to conclude the spell and ritual with "it 
is done" or "so mote it be" or any words of 

your choosing. Exit the ritual with the 
conviction that the goddess, your guides, and 
the universe have received your petition and 
that they're doing their part as it serves your 

highest good.
 

Happy Witching, Beauties!
 
 
 
 


